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Shared Apex Loop by Mark Bauman, KB7GF



…Maybe he is onto something here….



As it turns out…

Sharing

Even applies to ANTENNAS!



Sharing More Than Just The Apex!

❖ LOOPS share the MAST!

❖ SIGNALS take turns sharing the DELAY LINE!

❖ LOOP SIGNALS share the COMBINER!

❖ Combined SIGNALS share the AMPLIFIER and 
optional FILTER !

❖ POWER, SIGNALS and DATA share the FEEDLINE 



…all this sharing provides 
simplicity  and consistency…

…and a whole lot less duplication of effort!



Exploring the Shared Apex Loop

❖ Goals and “Aha” Moments!

❖ Journey to Production!

❖ Reviews!

❖ Variations!

❖ Paths to Extreme RDF



Initial Design Goals

❖ Compact!

❖ Directional!

❖ Broadband!

❖ Ground Independent!

❖ Electronically Rotatable



“Aha” Moments
“Well known True-Time Delay methods are essential to 

achieve bandwidth goals”

AS-SAL-12



“Aha” Moments
“Front-to-Side can be achieved using only TWO elements 

when the individual elements are bi-directional”

+ TD



“Aha” Moments
“Distance between loops can approach zero allowing 

them to share a single mast”



“Aha” Moments
“Loop signals can be coupled using a current 

transformer made from a string of ferrite beads”



“Aha” Moments
“Combining signals before 

amplification reduces circuit 
complexity”
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“Aha” Moments
“Delay Time accuracy can be maintained through the delay 
line when the source impedance is less than or equal to Zo 

provided that the delay line is accurately terminated into Zo”

Delay Line - Zo

Z = Zo

Z <= Zo



“Aha” Moments
“Signals from adjacent loops can be connected in parallel to 

provide “in-between directions”
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Journey to Production
“Tested initial concepts using two element array. Results 

were encouraging”

Early Combiner and amplifier!
 (with delay line)

Mechanically Rotatable Shared Apex 
Loop



Journey to Production
“Filed a patent application and then wrote the QST and QEX articles”



Journey to Production
“Designed and built Switch Assembly and Controller and 

tested on four element array”

Switch Assembly

Controller

Switch Assembly at Base of Shared 
Apex Loop Array



Journey to Production
“Posted several YouTube videos of the Shared Apex Loop in operation and 

presented findings at the Spokane Washington Hamfest (Sept 2011)”



Journey to Production
“Contacted a number of electronic manufacturing companies in an effort to 

license the design. Nobody was interested”



– Mark KB7GF March, 2012

“After several years of work on the design of the 
Shared Apex Loop Array, I have reached an 

unsettling conclusion:!
I have developed an answer to a question 

that nobody is asking!” 



Finally - A breakthrough…

Array Solutions

In May, 2012, I sent an email and within fifteen 
minutes, the president of the company, Jay 
Terleski responded!!
!
Within six weeks Jay had installed the evaluation 
system at his home.  His initial reaction - “WOW 
THIS THING REALLY WORKS!”!
!
We signed an exclusive manufacturing and 
marketing agreement in early 2013.



Production Improvements
“The loop sizes were increased to improve array sensitivity on 160m”



Controller
“The controller was re-designed by K7MI to support Hamation 

Shacklan interface for computer control”



Switch Assembly
** All electronics at the antenna are housed in this 

single enclosure mounted on the mast **

Amplifier

Loop Relays

Loop Feedline 
Terminals

Delay Line
Loop Feedline

Coax To 
Shack



Production Design

❖ Socketed the amplifier to 
enable upgrade path !

❖ Improved Amplifier delivers 
more gain and less noise than 
prototype versions!

❖ Includes options on PCB to 
add filter



Antenna Hardware

❖ Fiberglass mast!

❖ Loop wire!

❖ Loop spacers!

❖ Loop couplers with balanced 
feeds!

❖ Stakes!

❖ Ropes and guy points



Putting it Together



Rotating the Pattern



Reviews
“Best of the receiving antennas we had in 

Mozambique on reducing noise. 
Directivity is much better than what I have 

at home on the K9AY.”!
eham.net SAL-20 Review by N1DG

“The antenna performs just exactly as the 
RDF suggests it will. The F/B will vary, 
and seems to be anywhere from 15db to 

30db, depending on the arrival angle of the 
signal. The lower the arrival angle is, the 

better the F/B appears to be. It is 
interesting to play with this - think 

listening to AM radio stations. Frequently, 
you will hear a station in one direction, 
and when you "flip" it 180 degrees, you 
hear a completely different radio station 

and no trace of the original station.”!
Brian N30C PVRC Newsletter, Feb 

2014  SAL-30 Review

“The AS-SAL-20 achieves a good balance 
between performance and footprint. It 

opens up the next level in receiving ability 
for low band DXing and contesting efforts, 
and is especially attractive if limited space 

is a consideration”!
QST Review of SAL-20 by Carl K9LA

http://eham.net


W8RA - Bruce
“We put that antenna up 
in January in very cold 

conditions - If I remember 
correctly about 15F”"

!
“The antenna worked very 

well with the feedlines 
lying directly on the snow 

(about a foot deep) and 
later getting covered with 
new snow - an inch or so 

over the feedlines as 
well.”



K8WDX - Thomas

“…for low bands, this thing 
is great! really helps on 

receive, I can hear stations I 
would never be able to copy 

with out it. It switches 
instantly in 8 different 
directions. It can flip 

instantly 180 degrees and 
can also listen in two 

directions at the same time, 
like north and south at the 

same time, has really helped 
with the low bands..”



Reviews

“The performance and design of this 
antenna are equaled by the superlative 

support. I am supremely happy with my 
purchase. For those of us who, for various 
reasons, can't have an array of eight 600' 
Beverage antennas ... this is the next best 
thing, and may actually be a little better. 
My station changed for the better, by a 

LOT, when I added this new accessory. As 
others find out about it, I expect this new 
design will become the 'performance/size 

benchmark’ for RX antennas.”!
eham.net SAL-30 Review by KZ1X

“I also have an SAL-20 but this product 
outperforms it easily on 160m…. It 

appears this is the best listening antenna I 
have ever used”!

eham.net SAL-30 Review by KN2M

“The performance is outstanding. Totally 
eliminated 20 over snow static with my 

verticals for 80 & 160 during CQWWSSB. 
The F/B ratio exceeds my expectations. 

Signal to noise ratio better than the 
beverage in the same direction.”!

eham.net SAL-20 Review by N8BI

http://eham.net
http://eham.net
http://eham.net


K1DQV - Roger
“On 160m… my beverage to NE/
SW is a bit better than the SAL 

but I only have 1 reversible 
beverage. The fact that the SAL 

covers 8 directions (where I can't 
have beverages) is a great 

advantage…After about 6 hours 
into the contest I said to myself 

"It's worth the cost.””!
!

“On 80, the SAL is almost as good 
as my beverage and gives me 6 
more directions! …I’m a happy 

low bander.”



W6GX - Jonathan

“The results are fantastic”  !
!

“I enjoyed working many 
great DX using the antenna 
including VK9MT (Mellish 

Reef) on 80m”  !
!

“Thank you for bringing this 
antenna to market”



Variations - Time Delay 

Two Elements



Variations - Coupler Location

❖ Couplers positioned near 
the ends provides 
maximum forward gain in 
a cardioid pattern

❖ Couplers positioned near 
the center provide less 
forward gain but a tight 
pattern



Operating Point Animation



Variations - Loop Sizes
❖ Smaller loops provide higher 

frequency coverage at the expense of 
less forward sensitivity!

❖ Modeling recommended to determine 
coupler location and delay time



Variations - Loop Shape
❖ The forward gain of the loop 

will follow the enclosed area!

❖ Modeling recommended to 
determine coupler location and 
delay time



Another “Aha” moment…

Paths to Extreme RDF

Can a loop array really do this?

RDF = 11.9 dB



The Challenge

RDF = 9.07 dB

How do we 
address the 

backward pickup 
issue that is 

intrinsic to the 
loop?



Zero-Delay SAL Elements

TD

Combiner

TD = 0

The Zero Delay pattern is like a “bi-directional vertical”!



Zero-Delay SAL Element

TD

Combiner

TD = 0

The Combiner and delay line are unnecessary when the delay is zero. !
!

Signals from each coupler can simply be connected in canceling relation as shown 
above. The resultant signal can be connected directly to the Switch Assembly.



Two Direction High RDF

Switch Assembly

RDF = 11.9 dB; -29 dBi Fwd Gain @1.8 MHz;  !
Each loop is 18’ x 18’…Footprint ~76’

Coax to Controller

NE SW

Delay 35nsec



Four Direction High RDF

Switch Assembly

Coax to Controller

NE SW SE NW

Delay
35nsec



Four Direction High RDF

160m RDF = 11.8 dB, -29 dBi Fwd Gain!
80m RDF = 11.5 db, -8dBi Fwd Gain !

Each loop is 18’ x 18’…Footprint ~76’ x 76’



More Possibilities!



Thank you!

www.arraysolutions.com/Products/sal_array.htm 

www.groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/sharedapexloop/info

www.widebandloop.com

http://arraysolutions.com/Products/sal_array.htm
http://www.groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/sharedapexloop/info
http://www.widebandloop.com
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